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�-MEASURE OF AZIMUTHAL FLUCTUATIONSStanisªaw Mrówzy«skiSoªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polandand Institute of Physis, Pedagogial UniversityKonopnikiej 15, 25-406 Kiele, Polande-mail: mrow�fuw.edu.pl(Reeived July 31, 2000)The event-by-event azimuthal �utuations in high-energy heavy-ion ol-lisions are analyzed by means of the so-alled �-measure. The �utuationsdue to the olletive transverse �ow and those aused by the quantumstatistis in the hadron gas are disussed in detail.PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 24.60.Ky, 24.60.�kVarious phenomena an lead to the nontrivial azimuthal �utuations in(ultra-)relativisti heavy-ion ollisions. One mentions here jets and minijetsbeing the result of (semi-)hard parton-parton sattering [1℄ and the olle-tive transverse �ow due to the anisotropi pressure gradient [2,3℄. The latterphenomenon, whih is well known at the intermediate ollision energies (fora review see e.g. [4℄), has been reently observed in the nuleus-nuleus ol-lisions at CERN SPS [5, 6℄. As argued in the series of our papers [7℄, theolor plasma instabilities also generate a transverse olletive �ow in heavy-ion ollisions at RHIC and LHC. Sine the �nal state azimuthal �utuationsappear as remnants of the inhomogeneous or anisotropi early stage of theollision, when the minijets are opiously produed [8℄ or the olor instabil-ities our [7℄, the e�ets of interests are expeted to be rather small [9℄.Thus, it is a real hallenge to extrat them from the statistial noise.A method, whih has been suessfully applied to study the olletive�ow in heavy-ion ollisions at SPS energies [6℄, is based on the Fourier anal-ysis of the azimuthal distribution [11�13℄. Spei�ally, one expands thedistribution of the partile azimuthal angle measured with respet to thereation plane, whih is reonstruted on the event-by-event basis, into theFourier series. Then, the �rst harmoni tells us about the so-alled direted(2065)



2066 S. Mrówzy«ski�ow, the seond one about the ellipti one, et. Although the method isvery powerful there are subtleties in applying it to the real data. It hasbeen shown in a very reent paper [12℄ that the Bose-Einstein orrelationsof pions signi�antly in�uene the measured Fourier oe�ients. The �nitestatistis and non-�ow interpartile orrelations � the jets are expeted tobe an important soure of suh orrelations at RHIC � distort the reon-struted event plane [11℄. Due to the �nite resolution of the reonstrutionproedure, it is di�ult to measure the Fourier oe�ients higher than theseond one [13℄.The Fourier expansion method has been designed to study the olle-tive �ow whih is orrelated with the reation plane. However, the jets orolor instabilities, whih have been mentioned above, generate the trans-verse olletive motion being, at least approximately, independent of the re-ation plane orientation. Then, the Fourier expansion method, as developedin [10,11,13℄, does not seem to be a right tool to study suh phenomena andit is worth to onsider other methods of the data analysis, for example thatone whih fouses on the two-partile large-angle azimuthal orrelations [14℄.In this letter we propose to study the azimuthal �utuations by meansof the previously introdued �utuation measure � [15℄ whih, in fat, hasbeen invented for other purposes. When the �utuations of any observableof heavy-ion ollisions are studied one faes a problem how to disentanglethe `dynamial' �utuations from the `trivial' geometrial ones due to theimpat parameter variation. The latter �utuations are large and dominatethe �utuations of all extensive event harateristis suh as multipliity ortransverse energy. Using the �utuation measure � resolves the problem ina spei� way. By onstrution, � is exatly the same for nuleon-nuleon(N�N) and nuleus-nuleus (A�A) ollisions if the A�A ollision is a simplesuperposition of N�N interations. Consequently, � is independent of theentrality of A�A ollision in suh a ase. In other words, the strengthof the orrelation is not in�uened by the number of unorrelated partilesoures and one an look for the `dynamial' �utuations among the eventsof very di�erent multipliity. � is also de�ned is suh a way that it equalszero when the inter-partile orrelations are entirely absent. Let us notehere as well that from the dynamial point of view the �-measure providesbasially the same information as the two-partile orrelation funtion [16℄.However, the information is �ltered in a very spei� way. The measure� has been suessfully applied to the NA49 experimental data and it hasbeen found [17, 18℄ that the dynamial transverse momentum orrelations,whih are present in N�N ollisions, are signi�antly redued in the entralPb�Pb reations. The pT-orrelations observed in these ollisions are fullyexplained by the e�et of Bose statistis of pions [19, 21℄.



�-Measure of Azimuthal Flutuations 2067We are going to show in this note that � is also useful in the studiesof azimuthal �utuations. The �-measure analysis does not demand thereation plane reonstrution and an be easily applied to the data. Themeasure is sensitive to various soures of orrelations. We ompute here the�-measure of �utuations aused by the olletive transverse �ow and thoseaused by the quantum statistis and resonane deays in the hadron gas.The latter orrelations are always present in heavy-ion ollisions. The fatthat the measure is sensitive to the very di�erent orrelations is advantageand disadvantage at the same time. It is di�ult to disentangle di�erentontributions but, as mentioned above, other methods are not free of theproblem as well. The integrated information provided by � an be ombinedwith that o�ered by other methods, in partiular the Fourier expansion.Sine all harmonis ontribute to � one an hek, for example, whetherthe �rst two Fourier oe�ients, whih are usually measured, saturate theobserved value of �. The analysis of �-measure of �-�utuations an be alsoombined with the �-measure studies of other kinematial variables. � of pT-�utuations has been already shown to be very sensitive to jets [22℄. Thus,the simultaneous measurement of �- and pT-�utuations an be helpful indisentangling various ontributions.Let us introdue the orrelation (or �utuation) measure �. We de�nethe variable z def= x��x, where x is a single partile harateristis suh as thepartile transverse momentum or the azimuthal angle. The overline denotesaveraging over a single partile inlusive distribution. In our further onsid-erations, x is identi�ed with the partile azimuthal angle. The event variableZ, whih is a multipartile analog of z, is de�ned as Z def= PNi=1(xi � �x),where the summation runs over partiles from a given event. By onstru-tion, hZi = 0, where h:::i represents averaging over events (ollisions). Themeasure � is �nally de�ned in the following way� def= shZ2ihNi �pz2 : (1)We �rst ompute the �-measure of the azimthal �utuations aused bethe transverse olletive �ow. The inlusive ��distrubtion is, of ourse, �ati.e. Pin(�) = 12� �(�)�(2� � �) ; (2)whih gives �� = � and �2 = 43�2, and onsequently, z2 = 13�2. Following[10℄, the azimuthal distribution of a single event is hosen in the form of the



2068 S. Mrówzy«skiFourier series i.e.Pev(�) = 12� "1 + 1Xn=1 (Xnos(n�) + Ynsin(n�))#�(�)�(2� � �) ; (3)where the parameters Xn and Yn hange from event to event. The distribu-tion (3) is usually rewritten asPev(�) = 12� "1 + 2 1Xn=1 vnos(n(��  n))#�(�)�(2� � �) ; (4)where Xn = 2vnos(n n) ; Yn = 2vnsin(n n) :The �rst term of the Fourier series from Eq. (3) or (4) orresponds to theso-alled transverse direted �ow. The amplitude v1 ontrols strength of the�ow while  1 determines the reation plane. The meaning of vn and  n forn > 1 is analogous.The angles  n vary from event to event and their distributions are �at.Therefore, the event distribution (4) averaged over events provides, as itshould, the inlusive distribution (2). Further, we onsider two extremeases. In the �rst one, whih seems to be appropriate for the hydrodynami�ow analysis, the  n angles are maximally orrelated to eah other anduniquely determined by the reation plane angle  r i.e.  r = n n + �n.Then, the averaging over events orresponds to the integration over theangle  r. In the seond ase, the angles  n are independent from eah otherand one integrates over all  n to average over events.Sine Z =PNi=1(�i � ��) one �nds in the �rst ase thathZ2i = 2�Z0 d r2� XN PN 2�Z0 d�1 : : : 2�Z0 d�N Pev(�1) : : : Pev(�N )�(�1 + : : :+ �N �N ��)2 ; (5)where PN is the multipliity distribution. The formula analogous to (5),whih orresponds to the seond ase, inludes the averaging over all angles n. It is understood that there is one more averaging in Eq. (5) whih isnot expliitly shown. Namely, the averaging over the amplitudes vn whihalso hange from event to event. To simplify the notation we also neglethere a orrelation between the event multipliity and the �ow strength. At�rst glane, the multi-partile distribution from Eq. (5) might look as asimple produt of the one-partile distributions. One should note however



�-Measure of Azimuthal Flutuations 2069that every Pev(�) depends on the reation plane angle  r. Therefore, theintegration over  r leads to the orrelated multi-partile distribution.After elementary alulation, one �nds from Eq. (5) thathZ2i = �23 hNi+ (hN2i � hNi)S ;with hNki def= XN NkPN ;and S = 2 8<: DP1n=1 (vnn )2E for 1�st ase;D�P1n=1 vnn �2E for 2�nd ase:Finally, we get � =s�23 +�hN2i � hNihNi �S � �p3 : (6)As expeted, � = 0 for S = 0. When S ! 0, hN2i �= hNi2 and hNi � 1,we get an approximate expression� �= 32�2 hNiS : (7)Equations (6), (7) establish the relation between the �-measure and theFourier oe�ients vn. One sees that, in priniple, all vn ontribute to �.The measure also depends on how the angles  n are atually orrelatedamong eah other. We have onsidered the two extreme ases of the depen-dene.Let us now estimate the expeted e�et. The amplitudes v1 and v2observed in Pb�Pb ollision at 158 GeV per nuleon do not exeed for pionsthe value of 0.03 [6℄. We take v1 = v2 = 0:03 and vn = 0 for n > 2. We alsoneglet here the variation of v1 and v2. Then, one �nds from Eq. (7) thatfor hNi = 170 [6℄ � equals 0.058 in the �rst ase and 0.105 in the seondone.As already mentioned, the transverse �ow is far not the only soure of theazimuthal �utuations. In partiular, the quantum orrelations ontributehere. We ompute � in the ideal quantum gas to estimate the e�et of quan-tum statistis. Modifying our previous alulations [19�21℄, one immediately�nds hZ2ihNi = 1� Z d3p(2�)3 (�� ��)2 ��1e�E(��1e�E � 1)2 ; (8)



2070 S. Mrówzy«skiwhere � = Z d3p(2�)3 1��1e�E � 1 ; (9)� � T�1 is the inverse temperature; � � e�� denotes the fugaity and �the hemial potential; E is the partile energy equal to pm2 + p2 with mbeing the partile mass and p its momentum; the upper sign is for fermionswhile the lower one for bosons.Sine the inlusive azimuthal distribution is again given by (2), we get� = �p3�se�� � 1� ; (10)where e� = Z d3p(2�)3 ��1e�E(��1e�E � 1)2 : (11)As seen, � is an intensive thermodynami quantity, i.e. it is independentof the system volume. It is also independent of the number of the partileinternal degrees of freedom. One easily observes that � < 0 for fermions,� > 0 for bosons and � = 0 in the lassial limit (��1 � 1).When the partiles are massless and their hemial potential vanishes(� = 1), � an be alulated analytially and the result reads� = �p3�s �26�(3)�2=31 �� 1� �= ��0:0820:309� ;where �(x) is the Riemann zeta funtion with �(3) �= 1:202.In Fig. 1 we present with dashed lines the �-measure of ���utuationsin the ideal pion gas as a funtion of temperature. The pions are, of ourse,massive (m� = 140 MeV). The alulations are performed for several valuesof the pion hemial potential. The hemial equilibrium orresponds to� = 0. As seen, � grows with the temperature. In the lassial limit, when�! �1, the �-measure vanishes.It is a far going idealization to treat a �reball at freeze-out as an ideal gasof pions. A substantial fration of the �nal state pions ome from the hadronresonanes. The role of resonanes is twofold. On one hand, the pions, whihoriginate form the resonane deays, do not `feel' the Bose�Einstein statis-tis at freeze-out and onsequently the �nite value of � due to the quantume�ets is signi�antly redued. On the other hand, there are extra orre-lations among pions from the resonanes aused by the deay kinematis.In partiular, the two-body deays produe the strong orrelation. Below,we estimate the role of resonanes as in our earlier papers [20, 21℄, i.e. we



�-Measure of Azimuthal Flutuations 2071

Fig. 1. ��measure of ���utuations in the hadron gas as a funtion of temperaturefor four values of the hemial potential. The resonanes are either negleted(dashed lines) or taken into aount (solid lines). The most upper dashed and solidlines orrespond to � = 70 MeV, the lower ones to � = 0, et.take into aount only the �rst e�et. The orrelations due to the deaykinematis will be disussed elsewhere.The spetrum of pions, whih originate from the resonane deays, isnot dramatially di�erent than that given by the equilibrium distribution[23℄. Therefore, we treat the �reball at freeze-out as a mixture of `quantum'pions � those alled `diret' � and the `lassial' ones whih ome fromthe resonane deays. The ��measure is again given by Eq. (10) but theformulas (9), (11) are modi�ed as� = Z d3p(2�)3 � 1��1e�E � 1 + �re��E� ;e� = Z d3p(2�)3 � ��1e�E(��1e�E � 1)2 + �re��E� :The parameter �r is hosen is suh a way that the number of `lassial'pions equals the number of pions from the resonane deays. Thus, �ris temperature dependent. In the atual alulations we have taken intoaount the lightest resonanes: �(770) and !(782) whih give the dominantontribution. The life time of �, whih is 1.3 fm/, is not muh longer thanthe time of the �reball deoupling and some pions from the � deays anstill `feel' the e�et of Bose statitistis. Therefore, the ontribution of � to



2072 S. Mrówzy«skithe `lassial' pions is presumably overestimated in our alulations. Sinewe neglet the heavier resonanes and weakly deaying partiles, whih alsoontribute to the �nal state pions, the two e�ets partially ompensate eahother. In any ase, our alulations show that the resonanes do not hangethe value of � dramatially in the domain of temperatures of interest.In Figs. 1 the solid lines represent ��measure whih inludes the reso-nanes. The hemial potentials of � and ! are assumed to be equal to thatof pions. As seen, the role of the resonanes is negligible at the tempera-tures below 100 MeV but above this temperature the resonanes redue the�utuations notieably. The freeze-out temperature in Pb�Pb ollisions at158 GeV per nuleon, whih is obtained by means of the simultaneous anal-ysis of the single partile spetra and the two-partile orrelations, is about120 MeV [24℄. For T = 120 MeV and � = 0 the ��measure equals 0.078,when the resonanes are negleted, and is redued to 0.066 when the reso-nanes are taken into aount. One observes that the e�ets of the quantumstatistis and transverse �ow are of omparable size.The ��measure given by Eq. (1) orresponds to the seond moment ofthe �utuating quantity. It has been suggested [25℄ to use the higher mo-ments in an analogous way. However, we have shown [21℄ that only the thirdmoment measure preserves the advantageous properties of � while the highermoment measures do not. We have also argued [21℄ that the simultaneoususage of �2 and �3 may help in identifying the origin of orrelations observedin the �nal state of heavy-ion ollisions. Unfortunately, the third momentmeasure is useless in the studies of ���utuations. One easily shows thatdue to the symmetry z3 = 0 and hZ3i = 0 when the variable x is identi�edwith the azimuthal angle.We onlude our onsiderations as follows. The ��measure, whih anbe easily applied to the experimental data, seems to be a useful tool to an-alyze the azimuthal �utuations in heavy-ion ollisions. It is sensitive tothe di�erent nontrivial �utuations, in partiular those aused by the trans-verse �ow and quantum statistis whih have been quantitatively disussedhere. The ��measure analysis ombined with other tehniques, suh as theFourier expansion method [10�13℄, will help to identify various soures ofthe �utuations.I am very grateful to Marek Ga¹dziki, Art Poskanzer and Sergei Voloshinfor their stimulating ritiism.
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